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Wind Assessment – 2-12 Aitken Street (Revised Design)
Dear Alistair
In July 2018 WSP Opus Research carried out a full environmental wind tunnel study of a proposed
development for 2-12 Aitken Street, the site of the former Defence House. The results of this study were
presented in WSP Opus Research Report 18-529K01.00. The development design has subsequently
been revised for a number of reasons, which includes requirements of the prospective main tenant. This
assessment is intended to consider the likely effects of the revised design on wind conditions compared
to those identified in our earlier wind tunnel study.
Figure 1 shows a rendered view of the development design used for the wind tunnel study. This proposal
was for an approximately rectangular building extending along most of the Aitken Street frontage of the
“L” shaped site, with the northern section of the site fronting onto Mulgrave Street being planned as an
open pedestrian plaza.

Figure 1:
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Rendered view of the development proposal originally tested in the wind tunnel
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Figure 2 shows a rendered view of the revised development proposal from around the same viewpoint.
This has approximately the same footprint and height as the original proposal. The most significant
external differences between these proposals can be seen in these rendered images. In the revised
design much of the vertical and horizontal articulation in the southern and eastern facades which are
shown in the images has been removed. In addition, the canopy along Aitken St, and the combination
canopy and colonnade on Mulgrave Street, have been completely replaced with colonnades.
Furthermore, the undersides of these colonnades mostly slope upwards towards the streets.

Figure 2:

Rendered view of the revised development proposal

Also included in the revised design, but which cannot be seen in Figure 2, are (1) a pedestrian bridge
between the proposed building and the neighbouring National Library building to the west, and (2) a
number of wind mitigation measures (a wind shelter wall and vertical screens) for the plaza area that
were developed during the original wind tunnel study.
As the footprint and general bulk and form of the revised design are similar to that originally tested, it is
expected that the effects on pedestrian wind conditions will also be largely similar. The wind tunnel study
identified that the most significant effects of the original design occurred in and adjacent to the plaza area
at the northern end of the site. Hence the inclusion in the current design of the wind mitigation measures
for this area described earlier.
There is one area where the current design is not expected to perform as well as the original design, this
being on the Aitken Street and Mulgrave Street footpaths adjacent to the site. The change to colonnades
with outwardly upward sloping undersides is unlikely to provide the same protection from both vertical and
horizontal wind flows as the original canopy and colonnade combination. Indeed, it is quite possible that
this design feature may cause some slight additional acceleration of wind flows in these areas in
southerly winds.
Figure 3 shows the wind speed measurement locations on the footpaths adjacent to the proposed
building that were used in the 2018 wind tunnel study. Table 1 compares the gust wind speed
measurements from the wind tunnel study for the previously existing Defence House and the original
development design.
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Figure 3:

Wind speed measurement locations from previous wind tunnel study

Table 1:

Calculated Gust Speeds, VC (m/s) – Aitken St and Mulgrave St Footpaths.
Notes:

Exg = with existing situation, New = with proposed development
= calculated gust speed > 20m/s Safety Criteria,

▲ = increase of 2m/s or more over existing maximum wind speed,
▽ = decrease of 2m/s or more over existing maximum wind speed
Location

Exg

I
K
M
W

12
14
20
17

▲

19
14
19
17

Y

23
20

▽
▽

21

A1

New

18

I would assess that the wind conditions at some locations on the footpaths adjacent to the site are likely
to be 1-2 m/s higher than with the original design. This means that the original reductions in wind speeds
identified at points Y and A1 are likely to go, and wind conditions at other locations are likely to approach
the 20m/s District Plan Safety Criteria. However, they are unlikely to significantly exceed the levels that
occurred with the previously existing Defence House, except at location I. Here the gust speeds with
either the original design or the current iteration are higher more because of the creation of the open
plaza at the northern end of the site than specific design features of the building.
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If there is anything you wish to discuss regarding this assessment, please do not hesitate to contact me
(021 243 9386).
Regards

Neil Jamieson
Research Leader – Wind Engineering

Reviewed by

Paul Carpenter
Engineering Science Specialist
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